GREEN WORKHORSES
THE FUTURE IS ELECTRIC

Driving almost noiselessly and eco-friendly on rough terrains, beach, forest or indoors, the
all-electric Leffert by Frisian Motors makes it now possible. The Leffert is Made in Holland.
These 100% electric powered transporters are sturdy and solidly built. In addition, the
functionality is enormous. Frisian Motors provides this transporter standard with official
approval for use on public roads within Europe. The range partly depends on the conditions
and amounts 60-80 km. The maximum speed is 60 km/h.

Do you like extreme conditions, such as rough beaches or mountains, or do you want to use
trailers or tools up to 2.000 kg? Then the Leffert FM 90 4x4 is your UTV! In addition to a 30 kW
motor (40 HP) the FM - 90 has reduced gear for extremely strong traction. The machine comes
standard with many extras such as power steering, differential lock and 400 kg payload in the
body. The motor works regenerative, braking recharges the battery. This makes the machine
very comfortable in handling and extends the range.

100% ON ELECTRICITY
Equipped with the latest alternating current technology (AC) and an external battery charger
to the mains, the Leffert transporter is anywhere and always charged within eight hours
(four hours is optional). The vehicle is equipped with the maintenance-free AGM battery
technology. This type of battery is very stable in use and 99% recyclable. Optionally, highercapacity battery packs can be applied. Also, lithium batteries are available.

USE OF TOOLS
The FM - 90 has an extra strong chassis for easy attaching additional tools, both to the front
and the rear. Attaching snow blades, sweepers, arena levellers, sprayers, mowing decks and
even a complete three-point hitch, it’s all possible. This combination of driving and working in
one practical vehicle gives you an excellent return on investment.

APPEARANCE
Depending on user requirements, the machine can not only technically, but also in terms of
looks entirely be composed as desired. For example an extended or fully closed body or a
closed (heated) cabin. Even an extended four-seater version is possible. For specific purposes,
there are plenty of accessories available, making the machine multi-functional.

SAFE DRIVING
The Leffert comes with disc brakes on all wheels, and the two seats have a four-point
harness. For each type of terrain the correct tire profiles are available so you can experience
fully electric driving in a secure way.

TECHNICAL DATA:

TECHNICAL DATA:

4P

4P

- Standard approval for use on public roads
- Speed: 60 km/h
- Range: 60-80 km
- Multifunctional applications.
- Rechargeable at home at very low costs

AC

- Speed 70 km/h
- Range 60-80 km
- Switchable 4WD with differential lock
- Power steering, reduced gear
- Regenerative braking
- Rechargeable at home at very low cost
- Comes on off-road tires

4wd

AC

THE LEFFERT IN USE:

As van…

Removable seats…

At an event terrain…

Shuttle service up to 10 people…

Closed cabin…

Mr. Pieter van Vollenhoven is an
enthusiastic user of the Leffert.

OUR OTHER PRODUCTS:

Norbert mini-loaders

Rimmert battery riding mowers

FRISIAN MOTORS: TRENDSETTER
IN 100% ELECTRIC DRIVING AND
WORKING

This makes them therefore also very
suitable for use indoors or in the presence
of animals. In addition, the machines are
virtually maintenance-free due to less
moving parts and the absence of the
motor fuel. Never again leaky exhaust or
faulty spark plugs. They are easy to operate and to load. Just plug it in and you’re
done: it can be that simple.

Frisian Motors from Bakkeveen, Friesland,
manufactures and assembles electrical
vehicles and equipment for private and
professional use. This makes Frisian
Motors the first manufacturer in Europe
fully focused on designing and producing
100% sustainable agricultural machines.

ELECTRIC IS GREEN AND OFFERS
MORE COMFORT

The vehicles are environment-friendly
(less CO2) and have many practical
advantages. No noise, no soot or smell, no
hassle with petrol, diesel and oil.

FRISIAN MOTORS BV
Leidijk 1a
9243 WH Bakkeveen
[t] +31 (0)512 767100

ALL-PURPOSE AND AFFORDABLE

Frisian Motors has heavily invested in
technical design and functionality of
electrically powered vehicles.
This results in vehicles which are – in
terms of potential, employability and
purchase price – comparable to a diesel

[e] info@frisianmotors.nl
[i] www.frisianmotors.nl

or gasoline vehicle. Henceforth, nothing
gets in your way of doing your job more
environmental- friendly. Frisian Motors:
Ecological, economical and comfortable.

